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Editorial
In opening this Editorial, as the new Editors in Chief of Theoretical Computer Sci-
ence we have rst of all to express our feelings of profound admiration for the tremen-
dous work that Maurice Nivat has done since he founded our journal 25 years ago.
It was June 18, 1973 when Maurice Nivat sent friends and colleagues of the European
Association for Theoretical Computer Science the rst proposal regarding the creation
of a new journal devoted to Theoretical Computer Science, a proposal that he had
conceived together with Einar Fredriksson, of the North Holland Publishing Company.
Two years later the rst issue of TCS appeared. Since then TCS has expanded along
with the subject itself from three or four volumes per year to twenty volumes per year,
corresponding to about 8000 pages and TCS is among the most inuential journals
in our discipline. At the same time the Editorial Board has been expanded to reect
the growth of research in our eld in diverse scientic directions and throughout all
geographic areas of the world. This is the 250th volume of the series. Looking back, it
is remarkable how many of the landmark papers in theoretical computer science have
appeared in previous volumes.
Confronted with this incredible achievement we feel honored to be asked to continue
the job begun by Maurice Nivat, just as we are aware of the immense task that we are
undertaking to maintain the high scientic quality of TCS and its impressive rate of
publication. In our relatively young discipline scientic journals play several important
roles. Not only are they repositories of selected contributions that reect the progress of
knowledge in the eld, as happens in more established scientic domains, but they also
provide a forum in which new ideas, new concepts, new models and new methodologies
are continuously elaborated and oered to the scientic community for its judgment,
under the pressure of a rapidly evolving technology. This means that we constantly
have to revise the very notion of \theoretical computer science" in order to embrace
those new foundational aspects that day by day emerge, if we are to keep pace with
the technological advances of our eld. Such broadening of the scope of the journal
has been a constant concern of Maurice Nivat, and we hope to match his intuitions
and insights in bringing together all the meaningful and promising new directions that
arise in the eld.
Toward this end, we believe an important role can be played by Electronic Notes in
Theoretical Computer Science (ENTCS), the electronic companion to TCS. We view
ENTCS as a very useful instrument for the prompt dissemination of the proceedings
of workshops and conferences, and for easy access to other, less formal material.
We all know that two important criteria have to be met by a scientic journal: accu-
racy in evaluating and selecting the results that deserve publication, and the timeliness
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of their dissemination. To satisfy such criteria is important not only for individual
researchers who submit their work for peer review, but also for our scientic environ-
ment. Nowadays, journals are, in most countries, used to assess the quality of research
of individuals and/or Departments. In the presence of an ever growing body of pub-
lishable material, we realize that it is a huge responsibility to maintain the delicate
equilibrium between quantity and quality of the selected contributions and the speed of
their publication. With respect to these objectives we, together with the entire Editorial
Board, will do our best to satisfy your expectations but there is no chance we can
succeed without your continuing help. We want to run the journal for you, and also
with you, the readers, the authors, the referees.
A similar view was expressed by Maurice Nivat in his rst Editorial in 1982: \A
scientic journal should be a living and changing organism, responsive to its public,
readers and future authors". We hope you will help us to make TCS \living" in this
sense for the next 25 years, just as it has been for its rst 25 years. For that history,
we all owe an immense debt to Maurice { one we hope to repay by continuing TCS
as the leading journal it has become under his direction.
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